


WELCOME TO ENDLESSWAR!WELCOME TO ENDLESSWAR!
We are happy to welcome you into EndlessWar game where we can bring to you a brand 
new experience of NFT game - Trend of the worldwide gaming industry. When we mention 
the concept of NFT game, everyone probably thinks of a game built and developed on the 
Blockchain platform with its diversity and uniqueness. With the typical features of the NFT 
game it has attracted variety of gamers and the community of game lovers. That is also 
why EndlessWar was born with the desire to bring a quality, impressive product and open 
up many great opportunities for those entering the world of EndlessWar.



STORYSTORY

Let’s join EndlessWar to give hands to open a new era.

When participating in the EndlessWar, you will enjoy the feeling of living in a supernatural mythical universe where the Metal - Wood - Water - 
Fire -Earth planets appear in the sky and participate in the darkness and light war - A thousand years of war without ending. Each character in 
EndlessWar is a special individual that forms a good army with the mission of destroying monsters and removing darkness. Besides, the Charac-
ters in EndlessWar always try to expand their territory, earn for living and upgrade themselves to make the world more and more beautiful.



INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

The product will be available on PC, mobile (ios, android)

EndlessWar is one of NFT game with play to earn mechanics where players can build squads, 
develop economies, upgrade equipment etc… for the purpose of fighting other players 
through functions like PVP arena, guild war.

Windows



GAME MODES & FEATURESGAME MODES & FEATURES

Arena: Get rewarded according to the Ranking by day, week, month, participate in the evaluation arena or bet on win/ lose to receive 
resource tokens as well as rewards.

Guild Battle : This is an event where different factions fight for territory. This is also a way to get dedication points to upgrade territories, 
get tokens and community resources

Adventure: Go through the daily kill level to receive tokens as rewards.

Tower challenges: This is an event where players pass through the floors of the tower, each floor will have different levels, this activity 
is ranked and rewarded by day

Boss Hunting: Defeat the Boss together, tokens will be given as a reward based on successful damage, items will be dropped during 
the battle



GAME MODES & FEATURESGAME MODES & FEATURES
When participating in the game, players 
have the opportunity to receive tokens 
from many different ways



GAMEPLAY & FEATURESGAMEPLAY & FEATURES

Battle
The player can use up to 6 generals 
to fight, bet, win and receive 
rewards each battle





GAMEPLAY & FEATURESGAMEPLAY & FEATURES
Store
Provide weapons, costumes and 
upgrade items. Players can buy, sell, 
upgrade items to push the strength of 
the character. Each time you buy an 
item, you will spend an amount of 
Tokens



PLAY TO EARN REVOLUTIONPLAY TO EARN REVOLUTION
Missions: complete quests to get NFT

Guild: participate in activities to receive rewards with the guild.

Obstacle: Participate in the activity to receive precious items and        
tokens.

Auction: participate in auctions, exchange, buy and sell items.



PLAY TO EARN REVOLUTIONPLAY TO EARN REVOLUTION
This is the place where players, investors can participate to buy and exchange 

items, heroes easily and conveniently. Each transaction needs a fee



GAME ECONOMYGAME ECONOMY
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#

2

1

3

4
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Media

Cointelegraph JP

Coinpost

Crypto Times

Token Economist

BITTIMES

HP

https://jp.cointelegraph.com/

https://coinpost.jp/

https://crypto-time.jp/

http://token-oconomist.jp/

https://bittimes.net/

PR Article

$7.000

$6.000

$6.000

$3.000

$3.000

Press - release

$2.400

$2.000

$2.400

$1.600

$1.600

Comment

Popular crypto media in Japan

Having the most biggest PVs in Japan

Deeply analystic article

Strong SEO, shared on Twitter.

Having influential LINE group

Note

UU 772K. PV 4.IM (both monthly)

Page Views: 7.0M / month
Page
Visitors: 0.87M / month:
Global Monthy
Visit Rank - TOP3

260K UU.
410K PV - monthly.

100K UU monthly

3K PV per article/ 100K UU monthly

MEDIA LISTMEDIA LIST



TOKENOMICSTOKENOMICS
Tokens:   WAR

Total supply:   268,600,000

ECOSYSTEM FUND

PRIVATE SALE

MARKETING

LIQUIDITY

PUBLIC SALE

SEED ROUND

CHARITY FUND

PARTNERS & ADVISORS

STAKING REWARDS

INGAME REWARDS

TEAM



Seed Round Release 5% at TGE, 2 months cliff, the rest 95% released monthly linearly over a year

Private Sale Release 5% at TGE, 2 months cliff, the rest 95% released monthly linearly over a year

Liquidity 20% at TGE, 2 months cliff, linear release over 10 months

Public sale TGE unlocks 10%, vest linear monthly for 10 months

Marketing 2% at TGE, 2.5% from 2nd to 12th month, 5% from 13th to 26th month, 0.5% in the last month

Staking Rewards 3 months cliffs, vest linear monthly for 33 months

Partners & Advisors 6 months cliff, vest linear months in 18 months

Ingame Reward 3 months cliff, vest linear in 36 months

Ecosystem fund 6 months cliff, vest linear weekly in 18 months

Team Lock 6 months, 10% every quarter

Charity fund Lock 12 months



ROAD MAPROAD MAP

Q3/2021

:- Research about NFT game market
- Ideal construction for the game

Build a social networking platform for 
the game
Kick-off development

-

-

Q3&4/2022

Metaverse phase 1
Community development

Business expansion
Operating and exploiting

-
-
-
-

Q1/2022

Presale & TGE
Marketplace
Demo Game Launch
New features development

-
-
-
-

-

Q4/2021

Design website, game graphic and 
Iem NFTs

Gameplay & Whitepaper Release-

Ranking systems

Q2/2022

- Complete game

Tournaments
Event system
Improve the game, UI/UX, 
Animation…

-
-
-
-



OUR TEAMOUR TEAM
EndlessWar’s team comes from all over the world. They have many years of experience and expertise in their main majority, so EndlessWar is 
developed by a team of experienced experts in both technology and Blockchain. One of our pride is the in-house game development team, with 
excellent individuals with many years of experience and also producing many excellent games.

DINH VAN THAO
Global Partnership

NGUYEN XUAN TUAN
Game Creator - CEO

NGUYEN MANH CUONG
Co - Founder CEO SGMedia 
VietNam

TRUONG THANH NAM
Advisor

TRAN HUY DUAN
Blockchain Developer

DUONG NGOC ANH
Chief Designer

DAO VAN HAU
Community 



PARTNERSPARTNERS


